
Get Faster Hadoop*  
run times witH  
intel® Quickassist  
tecHnoloGy
Compression/decompression acceleration with Intel® QuickAssist Technology 
reduces overall data size—for faster, more secure data transmission. 

EnablE GrEatEr StoraGE DEnSitiES 
Intel® QuickAssist Technology delivers a more 
efficient compression ratio than Snappy*  
(software-only solution). 

ComplEtE taSkS faStEr 
Get greater than 30% faster Hadoop* run time 
(map/reduce) compared to software alone.

The Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 v3 product family with  
Intel® Communications Chipset 8950 and Intel® QuickAssist  
Technology helps increase speed and security of data transmission.

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel® microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark* and MobileMark*, are measured using specific computer systems,  
components, software, operations, and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, 
including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information, visit intel.com/performance. 

Intel® technologies may require enabled hardware, specific software, or services activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or 
retailer or learn more at intel.com.

For all performance claims, testing was completed on a highly tuned and optimized Hadoop* cluster with a single name node and two data nodes. Processors: 2x Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2680 @ 2.70GHz; Cores/Threads: 8 cores/socket/
Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology enabled for 16 hardware threads; Intel® Communications Chipset 8950; Memory: 128GB of DDR3 @ 1600MHz; Network: 10 GbE Intel® 82598EB; Storage: 1x 32GB Intel® X25-E Extreme; Operating System: 
CentOS* 6.3_64; kernel 2.6.32-279.19.1.el6. x86_64; Apache Hadoop* 1.0.4 (with several performance fixes); Compression zlib 1.2.7. Methodology: Focus was on I/O-intensive symmetric workloads (data in=data out); Terasort: synthetic data; 
highly compressible (1 TB->160 GB); Sort: English dictionary; highly compressible (1 TB->225 GB); Compression algorithms used: Native GZIP – compression level 1 (least compression); Intel® QuickAssist Technology GZIP– compression level 
1; Reducer process start was delayed until all maps completed; Hadoop* settings: Highly tuned Hadoop* cluster, optimized for performance; Oversubscribe map/reduce slots (40/24); Adjust the ratio of reduce slots to shuffle copy threads 
(concurrent copies = reducers x shuffle threads); Two waves of reducers to merge maps output in memory; HDFS and temp directories not co-located on same disks; HDFS duplication turned off. 
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